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CameraContest,SponsoredByCoIonnade,OpensToday
Angna Enters
It Looks
From Here To Give Dance
Concert Jan. 19
"By Marvin Cox, ACP Correspondent
Washington, D. C—There arc hundreds of instances of individuals who
were so sincere in their desire for a
college education that they overcame tremendous obstacles to reaSze their ambitions. Many students
ay their expenses by working, othvercomc such handicaps as
g crippled or blind. In St. Louis,
.jowover, there are more than 100
students who are attempting an even
more arduous task in their effort to
obtain a college education.
These students, now enrolled in a
1
"WPA "Freshman College," are promoting the establishment of a munici*pal college. The WPA college, open
to any high school graduate, is soon
to be discontinued because of a reduction in Federal funds. The students
v/ant to keep up their college work
^uid they are pressing the idea of the
establishment of a city college for St.
Louis.
How successful they will be in hav'; Jng a college established does not
aotyappear, but the fact that the
dents are so eager to be educated
t they are seeking a college as a
rmeans to this end represents a high
water mark for ambition.
Slowly, but none-the-less surely,
:
radio and moving pictures, primarily
devices for entertainment, are becoming better established as facilities for education.
A couple of weeks ago the Gon•eral Education Board made available
to the American council on Education a fund of about $125,000 to be
used for a three year study of moving pictures in education. An official
.' of the American Council, in an inter-view with this correspondent, pointed but that the object of this par•ticular study will not be to develop
movies showing "how" to do something. The purpose will be to develop educational pictures that will
rpofMt; the "why" of things.
An\\ier project to be financed by
the Ge*Aeral Education Board is that
, of the actual production of educational movies. The University of
Minnesota is the recipient of this
, grant and will, for example, make a
niovie showing the various phases of
.life in the medical profession, the
^.disadvantages as well as the advantages. Such a picture, it is pointed
"out, will help your young students in
determining whether they want to be
doctors.
The Progressive Education Association has been taking commercial
pictures and editing them to show
social problems in a graphic manner.
These departures in the use of
movies for education are quite different from stereotype "shorts" showi n g how to operate Deiscl engine
or something similar.
Radio, too, is going to town educationally. The big chains carry sevSlieducntlonal features each week,
elnost spectacular, perhaps, being
e "Brave New World" series put
on by the Office of Education and the
•Columbia system. These programs,
on the air each Monday, portray
•various phases of Pan-American social, ; historic, political and cultural
life and are transmitted by short wave
to aU of the South American countries.

Dancer Has Taken New York
By Storm For Three Reasons—
Paintings, Books, Dances.
Angna Enters, popular dance mime
of America, who has recently skyrocketed to success on the New York
ilage, will appear here on January
If) as the second number of the Concert Series for this year. The date of
her appearance lias been changed
f'-om January 24 to the 19, because
Miss Enters, sudden popularity in
New York during the Christmas holidays has made it necessary that she
appear at other engagements.
Miss Enters is given the title by
critics as "America's greatest dance
mime", but her other interests cover
a number of other fields. Art Critics
praise her drawings, and art museums
buy them; she designs her own costumes; composes the music to a number of her dances, and has recently
published a book, "First Person Plural," an autobiographical and critical
resume of her ten years before the
public.
Critics are almost unanimous in
(Continued on page four)

Virginia Sholfeitt
Chosen Treasurer
Of College Govt.

CUT SYSTEM PROPOSED BY STUDENT COUNCIL AND
PRESENTED TO THE FACULTY COMMITTEE ON STUDENT
RELATIONS.
Students shall assume full responsibility for limiting themselves lo the number of cuts allowed. No notices will be sent
b y the Registrar when allowed cuts are used.
I. Dean's List students have unlimited cuts, if they have an
average of 80 for the previous three successive quarters.
II. All students, except freshmen and students with a scholastic average below C, have one cut per hour per quarter in
each course. (1. e. If the class meets five times a week, then five
cuts per quarter may be taken in that class.)
III. All absences count as cuts except in the following instances when excuses will be accepted:
1. Excused illnesses.
2. For other reasons, over which we have no control, such
as deaths in the family.
IV. 1. Freshmen have no cuts the first quarter.
2. Dean's List freshmen will be given cuts regularly accorded to students wtjh average over C.
3. Other freshmen do not have cuts until the third quartei.
V. Transfers receive no cuts their first quarter. Thereafter, they are treated as other students, according to their previous record.
VI. For every class cut beyond the allotted number, a
quality point will be deducted. A chapel absence equals one
class absence. The present system of deducting from the general average will be followed for all cuts beyond the allotted
number.
VII. We will b e allowed three chapel cuts a quarter.
VII. There shall be at least one scheduled week-end each
quarter, which is not subject to the cut system. Other off-canv
put visits will be subject to the regular cut system. No fee will
b e charged for these visits if they comply with the regular system.

Sixty*Nicie Students Make Dean's
List With Sophomores In Lead

Sophomores Have Twenty on List With Freshmen Running Close Sec-,
ond With Nineteen. Seniors Third With Seventeen and Juniors Last
Virginia Shof feitt, junior, was elect- With Thirteen.
ed Treasurer of College Government
at the student body meeting ThursA survey of the number of students Newman, Gainesville; Edwina Ozier,
day, to replace Mary Green, who is making the Dean's List last quarter Montezuma; Ann Salle, Milledgeville;
doing cadet teaching this quarter.
shows the Sophomores leading the Betty Sheppard, Sandersville; Mar
Two other elections have been held ranks with twenty students of their garet Smith, Hawkinsville; Lois Su
since the holidays to replace officers class appearing on the list, with the der, Jonesboro; Edith Ann Teaslcy,
in the Freshman and sophomore Freshmen running a close second Toccoa; and Margaret Louise Truitt,
classses. Kathryn Boynton was elec- with nineteen students. Seniors on Warrenton.
ted secretary of the freshman class the Dean's List numbered seventeen, Sophomores included on the Dean's
to replace Sue McMullen who did while the Juniors brought up the List, are Annie Elizabeth Adams,
tear with thirteen on the list.
not return this quarter.
Weston; Frances Brtittain, ColumJane Johnson was elected treasurer
Freshmen making the Dean's List bus; Martha Donaldson, Chaunccy;
of the sophomore class to replace for the Fall Quarter are Pearl Eliza- Virginia Hudson, Dublin; Fxankie
Eugenia Taylor who is no longer in beth Aiken, Decatur; Josephine Bone, Lee, Rochelle; Rose MacDonnel, Saschool here.
Milledgeville; Fannie Oreta Brinson, vannah; Marie Mathews, Meansville;
Milledgeville; Nell Funderburke, Frances May, Warthen; Doris Pauline
Rambridge; Jeanne Lois Gould, Moore, Hartford, Arkansas; .Louise
Brunswick; Katherlne Hutchinson, Moore, Sidney, Ohio; Myrl Patrick,
Newnan; Elizabeth Kuhn, Ft. Mc- Vidalia; Mary Florence Phillips,
Pherson; Sara Margaret Lamber, Col- Greenville; Helen Reeve, Calhoun;
lege Park; Evelyn Hays Leftwick, Laura Ann Robinson, Columbus; CeConyers;
Melba McCurry, Clayton; leste Sigman, Social Circle; Suzanne
Twelve students are doing cadet
(Continued on page four)
teaching this quarter, this opening Mary Frances Mills, Warthen; Rose

Twelve GSCW Cadets
Will Teach During
Winter Quarter

the fourth year that such opportunities for practice teaching have been
offered G. S, C. W. students. The
schools employing the cadet teachers are Midway, the Atlanta schools,
and Moultrie.
Virginia Cooper is teaching the first
grade at Midway, and Evelyn Cawthoi is teaching the fifth grade. Flora
Haynes has charge of the music at
that school while Mary Cole - has
charge of Physical Education. Mary
Glenn Allaben is teaching English
there.
In the Atlanta school system, Elizabeth Chandler and Anna Lee Gasquo are teaching at O'Keefe f|jnior
High, Virginia Adams is teaching at
Calhoun, Elizabeth Parks Drake at
Whiteford, Mary Green at Faith, and
Helen Mosely at Joe Brown Junior
High.
Cola Pope is teaching at Moultrie,

Monticello Project Provides Places
For GSCW Student Teachers
School Plant Built by Resettlement Administration. GSCW Will Sponsor
Teaching Under Direction of Miss Sally Caldwell.
One of the most interesting educational projects noted in many months
is the Monticello project which is
being sponsored by the Resettlement
Administration) the Georgia State,
College for Women, and other interested parties at Monticello, Georgia.
Miss Katharine Deitz, head of the
Resettlement Administration for this
section, says that the Resettlement
Administration program is an effort
of the government to reshape farm
families. Land is brought from
various properties, remapped ac-

cording to farms, and the farm people are made loans with a 40-year
repayment term. These people must
have previously agreed to government supervision, since the directors
have sound ideas which they wish
to put into practice in a definite
farm program.
The additional number of families
in the particular vicinity of Monticello has created an over-crowded
condition in the schools which the
county could not remedy. Conse(Conttaucd «u pave feur)
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LANDSCAPES AND PERSONALITIES
WILL BE TWO MAIN DIVISIONS

Students Get
Week-end By
Petition
Choice of Three Week-ends In
February Given In Answer to Request b y Students.
During the winter quarter, the students arc to be given a home-going
week in February, according to official announcement by the Administration today.
Tills week-end is to be given to the
biudents as the result of a petition
presented by the students to Student
Council, who in turn presented it to
the Faculty Committee on Student
Relation.
The holiday will differ from the
ether mid-quarter home-goings that
have preceded this quarter in that
there will be three dates from which
to choose and students may leave after their last class on Friday and return on Sunday night. The dates to
choose from are February 4th, 11th,
and 18th.
Permits, transportation, and late returns will be handled as they are in
other cases of home-going.

McGee, Satterfield,
Allaben. Speak on
GSC Radio Hour
Dr. Sidney L. McGee, head of the
French Department, Miss Virginia
Satterfield, Librarian, and Miss Mary
Glenn Allaben, President of the Literary Guild will be the speakers on
the monthly G. S. C. W. Radio Program over W. S. B., Saturday, January 15,1938 at 11 o'clock (12 o'clock
Milledgeville time.)
The subject will be "Books and
Travel as an Asset to Education."
Miss Satterfield will tell of the many
interesting angles in the work of
a librarian, Miss Allaben will describe the collection of the works of
Harry Stillwell Edwards, which the
Literary Guild is sponsoring; Dr. McGee will tell of the travel tour for
school credit, which will be sponsored
by G. S. C. W. this summer and
which will be directed by Dr. McGee.
Miss Catherine Pittard and Miss
(Continued on back page)

R. B. Eleazer Speaks
To Campus Groups
On Race Relations
Mr. R. B. Eleazar, chairman of the
Conference on Education and Race
Relations, with headquarters in Atlanta, has been on the campus for the
past two days meeting with the "Y"
discussion groups and other students
interested in the race problem.
He was sponsored by the Race Relations Committee of the Y. W. C. A.
ol which Marion Arthur is chairman
and Dot Simpson and Annah Dee
Stokes are co-chairmen. Thursday
night at 7:15 he spoke at an open
meeting of the Race Relations group\
(CtaUnwed on bMk page)

Contest Will End February 26. Cash
Prizes of $4 and S2 Offered In
Each DivisionTo all camera enthusiasts, this announcement will equal the weekend and the cut system in news value
in addition to offering an opportunity
to win a little publicity and a little
money. The Colonnade is sponsoring
a Camera Contest, the second of .its
kind to be held on the campus. LasV^~
year, the Colonnade instigated the
custom, and this year we continue it.
The contest will open officially today, January 15, and will close Saturday, February 26. Cash prizes will
be given the first and second choices ^
in each of two groups, while many
of the snapshots will be used for the
Spectrum, says Editor Bonnie Burge.
There, will be two divisions in the
contest, with no rule as to the size
of the picture entered. However, there
is one important stipulation: all at
the pictures must be taken on the
GSCW campus. The pictures may be
of two types, one being landscapes
of the campus, the other those classified as "College life" (because we
ran think of no better classification).
—pictures of persons on the campus,
personalities, and what have you.
Here's a chance for some of those
Candid Camera friends to show oft
some of their prizes of people caught
in unguarded moments. The landscapes may be any building, campur view, interior, or general picture..
The first prize in each division will
be $4.00 and the second prize in each
division will be $2.00. Augusta Photo
Shop, in Augusta, has offered to duplicate the prizes if the winning piclure has the print of their establishment on the back. In short, if the
winner of first prize in Division I
(landscape) had her picture developed at the Photo Shop, she would,
receive $8.00 instead of just $4.00.
Eberhart Studio, Milledgeville, will
pay a duplicate prize to the winner
of the first prize in the Personalities
division if the winning picture has
the print of their studio on the back.
Many of the pictures will be used in
the annual and others will probably
be used in bulletins published by the
college.
(Continued on page four)

John T. Graves II
Speaks On Lyceum
Program Friday
John Temple Graves II, editor, author, and economist, lectured to the
student body last night at 8:30 o'clock
on "The South as a Modern American Factor." Mr. Graves was brought
to the campus by the College Entertainment Committee, of which Dr. S.
L. McGee is chairman.
Mr. Graves is at present on the
editorial staff of the Birmingham
Age-Herald, where he has been located since September 1920. He was
formerly editor of the Palm Beach
Times and the Jacksonville Journal,
and has served as an economist on the
Federal Trade Commission.
He is the author of "The Book of
Alabama and the South" and "Tonight In the South," as well as numerous essays, economic reviews, short
stories, and poems.
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"Paradise" Well Balanced
Says Elizabeth Jackson

Recrealiont
Association
Activities

Storks ^y Scandallighp^

Savannah Alumnae Install
New Officers at Luncheon

Collegiate Prattle

New "Y" Office Completed
Visitors From Macon

In a conspicuous position on the front page of the Colonnade this
Tenderfoot:..." A men told me that
week is an article—an article that the whole student body has been
he
saw three pine trees, that on each
Cohyn Bowers was "taken for a Anyway the entire back row was
A great transformation has taken happy atmosphere in our family and
pine
tree were three dead limbs, and
waiting for for a long time- It concerns the cut system that has been prolide" and did she "go to town"! It was fairly convulsed, and that is when it
, At, the annual luncheon meeting of Martha Henderson Dinkins, of Hep- on each dead limb there were three place in the Y. Not in its policy or pro- in our school environment.
posed by Student Council and presented to the Faculty Committee on
the Monday night that the buses was so crudely intimated that their
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
the Savannah G. S. C. W. Club the zibah, The marriage took place on acorns., How many acorns were therc- gram, but in its so-called o'fices. Out The highlight of the week was cerJude Parre, becoming the wife and Student Relations for consideration.
Paradise by Esther Forbes
were bringing and dumping .in front presence. was not., necessary.. orjeven
following new officers were installed: December 18, in Greenville, South altcgether,"
of the maze of apparent debris (of tainly the Tuesday night meeting of
Several members of Student Council have spent much time and of Ennis a particularly unenthusias- desired. I think it a trifle significant
dopting the customs of an Indian.
Folk Dancing, 5:00-6:00—Monday.
Carolina,
Monseigneur
Gwinn
officiReviewed by Elizabeth Jackson
President—Mrs.
J.
H.
Bowden.
First
Class:
."Twenty-seven."
c uirse is wasn't really) that has been the Industrial Relations group with
An intriguing dementis the descrip- thought on preparing the proposed plan, and they have tried to make tic holiday-worn bunch. After Cohyn that as she walked out, the lesser of
Social Dancing, 5:00-6;00—Thursj r.ting at the church rectory,
Tenderfoot:
"Next
time
you
see
an
Vice-President—Ruby
Graham.
c1 uttering up two rooms in the back the young Employed Club of the In-'
it
a
composite
of
all
the
good
features
of
cut
systems
of
other
schools,
Esther Forbes' Paradise, which she tion of her characters: their bravery,
got here she had to. wait for the next the live evils was marking-withher,^.
'ctay.
j
On.
December
4,
Virginia
Hollis
acorn
on
a
pine
tree
let
me
know".
Recording Secretary- -Mrs. Robert
of Atkinson Hall a wonderfully quiet dustrial YWCA of Macon. The spirit
calls an historical romance, is con- their cowardice; their unselfishness, adapted to our particular needs.
bus to get her bags. Finally it came. finger her place in "How To Lose " ^ / ^
Basket. Ball, 4:30-5:30—Tuesday,
'was
married
to
Richard
Littlejohn,
and restful haven has been created oi fellowship and intelligent interest'
The stand of the Editors on this matter can easily be judged by When it stopped, she stepped up on Friends and Alienate People".
Caldwell.
cerned primarily with the emotions their jealousies; their happiness, their
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday.
a native of Charlotte, North Carolina. Some fellows have found that the v;ith the help of Miss Sutton and her cf both groups that pervaded this'
previous
editorials
that
have
been
written
on
the
subject.
Boiled
down
Corresponding
Secretary—Mrs.
Edrather than the ideas. However, the tortures—all are keenly described.
the back to find that it had only stop- And now for our first ghost story,
Fencing, 5:00-6:00—Tuesday , and
The ceremony was held at the North
win Eckles.
girl that can't knit often has the rrt class. Everyone is invited to come gathering was indeed encouraging. '
history of Puritan life has been close- One could hardly believe that Jazon into a few terse words, the idea becomes thjs—"We want a cut sys- ped momentarilly. After a breezy ride by scandal-light once upona time .afFriday...,,
Avenue
Presbyterian
Church
with
This actual contact with industrial
by and view this miracle.
Treasurer—Anne Reddy.
best yarn.
ly linked with the romance so that could love her servant, Gervase, who tem." Here we would like to take the opportunity to endorse the cut right through the middle of town, she ter lights, Shoffeitt and Bracey, like
Rev.
Richard
Orme
Flynn
officiating.
Golf
Club,
4:00-5:00—Wednesday.
people and their problems is vitally'
Now,
to
the
more
serious
subject
In recognition of her fine services,
—The Beach Comber.
the book appeals to the intellect as was lacking in culture and educa- system plan passed on by Student Council. In most respects it is simi- was at the Bus Station.
two good little dormitory.. officers,
The couple will reside in the LomHockey, To be decided later.
necessary if all of our theorizing and
or
program.
Dr.
Echols
from
the
lar
to
the
plan
proposed
in
the
Colonnade,
issue
November
20.
Mary
Castagnino,
the
retiring
presition, and yet marry and be loyal to
well as the emotions.
Virginia Forbes, as most of us were, seeing .that .every .thing on the
bardy Apartments on Fifteenth Street She, gently: "Can you drive with st.-te sanitarium gave a most inter- "book learning" in economics is to
The
Recreation
Association
begins
It is useless to repeat endlessly the old arguments that we have
dent, was presented with a silver card
Paradise is a novel based on a Forethought Fearing, who was a rewell know by now, went to the Stu- second floor of Bell was.quiet, when
in Atlanta where Mr. Littlejohn holds one hand?"
the year,,of 1938 with.a.hope that
:
£.-;ing talk to the Men Women Re- count for anything.
given
on
the
subject;
the
authorities
know
just
about
how
we
feel
and
tray.
fined
minister.
seventeenth century Massachusetts
dent Government Convention—and a tremendous crash came from the
a position with the Atlanta branch
every
person
will,
remember
that
"All
Ip-.ions group last Thursday night. Mr. R. B. Eleazer, Secretary of the
what
we
think
about.
But
looking
at
it
from
another
angle,
let
us
menHe,
eagerly:
"You
bet
I
can".
Dr. Bessie Lindenstruth of PensacoBay family. Sixteen settlers, led by The author has so well premeditatgot something out of it. Since her re- little room at the end of the hall.
of the American Surety Company of
work and no play makes Jack a dull
In this he brought out the fact that Conference on Education and Race
ion
in
passing
that
here
might
be
an
opportunity
to
do
some
of
that
soShe:
"Then
have
an
apple."
la,
Florida,
who
is
secretary
of
her
a minister an da gentleman, Jude ed New England history that she has
turn her correspondence has picked Mrs. Martin came up; her instinct was
New York.
boy."
This
applies
to
all
"Jills"
as
well.
subjection to stress, strain and in- Relations, was a welcome stimulant to'
class, recently presented to each of
Parre, petitioned for the privilege to reconstructed quite accurately the called raising of scholarship standards. Students who would take ad- up considerably. It's a guy from Mis- probably to go back down, but the
We're increasing the variety of our
Announcement has been made of
}.-.-runty either makes or breaks peo- the Race Committee Thursday night"
vantage
of
the
opportunity
of
cutting
to
neglect
their
class
work
could
"I'll
tell
you
something
if
you
depart from Boston. They settled early life of the Puritans. She is fasouri, and he sees to it daily and by three of them braved .the threshold o£
program and hope, that the inter- hei classmates and to the alumnae the engagement of Dorothy Marian promise to keep it dark."
The second in the series of pro-,
ple.
be
quickly
and
in
no
uncertain
manner
shown
that
regardless
of
aloffice a beautifully bound lavender
about twenty miles inland, naming miliar with every vessel used, the
the sewing room. They discovered the
airmail.
est
will
be
equally.incx-eased.
Hester
to
Arthur
Brown
Reynolds,
fcir.ms
on "Misunderstood Biblical '
She: "I'll promise.'
On Friday night Mrs. Reynolds
and purple copy of a collection of letthe settlement Canaan. Jude Parre dishes served, the different occupa- lowed cuts there is a certain standard that must be met. In short, poor If you have been around Roanie any chair rocking slowly back and forth,
Folk
Dancing
Jr.
of
Cairo.
The
wedding
will
take
Characters"
will be held Sunday night"
He: "You've a nice parlor."
.'rom the local Social Security Board
named his huge estate, which serves tions of the colonists—such minute students could be flunked, and thus would b e eliminated those who are lately, you have noticed her being while they still watched without a
Frances Roane greeted a large in- ters from every living member of place in February.
at Vespers. Mr. John Morgan will
pulling
down
the
scholarship
standard
of
the
school.
explained
what
Social
Security
really
as a basis to the plot, Paradise. The details which intensify the emotions
highly pleased about something. Af- word, an arm fell limp, down beside
terested group of "folk dancers" her class and from many of the
Ina Mae Robinette, of Shellman, He: "Love I you?"
Then such a system might give the faculty members something to
is. who benefits by it, and what it speak on "Public Enemy Number I in
faculty members of that date, For a
land for the estate he purchased from of its reader.
ter no great amount o fresearch I the chair. Summoning courage, they
Monday
afternoon
and
immediately
and
William
Marlin
Chambliss,
of
33 A. D." Who was he? Come and
merns to the public.
She: "Deed I do."
The Indians form a foundation for think about. Some who might have grown lax in assimilation and pre- have come upon the cause of her snapped on the light and there was
the Indians.
initiated them into a most interesting more detailed account of this fine Columbus, were- married on Dec. 11
sentation
of
the
subject
might
be
inclined
to
notice
this
if
such
a
system
At Vespers Sunday night Dr. Wal- find out.
He: "Kiss I you?"
The main events of the book involve the colorful background of the novel.
radiant satisfaction. In "Conquest", Peggy Booth—sound asleep.
dance. If anyone could have looked project, see the March issue of the at the home of Rev. and Mrs. J. C.
went
into
effect.
The
added
incentive
that
such
a
system
would
give
to
den
gave a new and refreshing inter- The Y is putitng on sale this
She:
"Fraid
to."
Jude Parre and his five children, Although the brutality of some tribes
you remember the scene where the Somebody was inquiring as to the
in upon the enthusiastic crowd, they Alumnae Journal.
Grimes, the impressive ring cerethe
teacher
is
a
feature
well
worth
noting.
pretation
of the story of the prodigal week GSCW stationery, with your
He:
"Cold
honey?"
is
divulged,
the
faithfulness
of
an
old
The following announcements of
their servants, and their relationship
little baby boy was baptised. Well (to where-abouts of one of the coolred
could
not
have
passed
them
by—but
mony
having
been
followed.
The
It is to be hoped that something will come of the attempt of the
eon. His emphasis was upon the older name and address printed to order,
She: "Bout to freeze."
friend, Totonic, to the Parre family,
with the other colonists.
let you in on the secret) it was really men who used to wor'- in the kite
.fatrTor they "Sould have been attract- marriages and engagements will be couple will reside in Columbus where
students
to
make
for
themselves
a
sensible,
workable
plan.
brother's and the father's responsi- Come by the office to see samples: 60c
He:
"Want
my
coat?"
read with interest by the friends and
Especially interesting is the way definitely has an effect on the reader's
little girl, but the child is a second "He's in jail" was the reply. "Oh?
ed as metal is to a magnet.
the
groom
holds
a
position
with
Swift
bility for the younger son. He tied for a box of 100 sheets and 50 enShe:
"Just
the
sleeves."
in which Miss Forbes has individual- sympathy.
cousin to Frances Roane, who now i t that's too bad. How long does he
Mary Volk was elected manager of classmates of the alumnae:
Company.
tliis up with our part in creating a velopes.
He:
"Full
or
empty?"
A
severe
historian
will
doubtless
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edgar
Smith
announce
ized her characters: the contrast of
Itnows how it feels to be a near-cele- have to serve?"—"He ain't go'n serve
vhis group and throughout the quarMr.
and
Mrs.
W.
D.
Dunwoody,
of
She: "Full please."
"""the defiant Jazon, the youngest daugh- find details in which Esther Forbes
brity, If you want proof, Roanie will no more, he's in jail, I say.
ter ' very interesting dances will be the marriage of their daughter, Fran- Lafayette, announce the marriage
CHAPMAN. OF GEORGIA
—The Beach Comber YOUNG EMPLOYED CLUB
ces,
to
Dr.
James
W.
Underwood,
ter with her sister, the demure Agnes; errs. However, one will be compelled
proudly produce a picture as evi- And now (as the Atlanta Journal
learned and enjoyed.
SPEAKS TO STUDENTS
OF
MACON,
VISITS
HERE
thr-. wedding having been solemnized of their daughter, Frances, to Dr.
Ihe distinguishing characteristics of to admit that she has achieved a balJ' is not in cur habit to make even obvious deductions, but we dence.
Announcers do) I will leave this
"The problem existing in the world
Delegates
Chosen
to
Attend
"Do angels have winps. Mother?"
Labor problems were discussed
in Leslie early in December. Fran- Harold Clements, of La Fayette and
the fascinating Balhsheba, the home- rnce, an integration between charac- would like to comment on a situation—and let anybody deduce who
I'm not at all sure the old boy thought with you in closing: Let your
of
how to make a living is the most
Conference
Dawson.
"Yes, darling."
r.ver spaghetti Tuesday night in
ces graduated in the class of 1930.
loving Salome, and the slovenly John- ter and environment so that the re- will.
would appreciate it but Ulysses is lights so shine that this column may
important
problem in the life of the
Recreation Board selected the dele- The wedding of Eloise Hughes, At a lovely home ceremony Mary
"Can they fly?*
Ennis Recreation Hall when twentyny. These characters are even trans- sult is pleasing.
According to the Dean's List story in this week's issue of the Co- making this column this week. (I'm be as easy to fill as Dress Parade
cverage
individual
and in the state
gates to attend the conferneces on daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hughes Ellen McMichael was married to Lon
"Ye;, dear."
live members of the Young EmployThe book is not one of the newly lonnade, sixty-nine students were included in the august circle. Com- sure he'd prefer to be mentioned in just after a week-end at home.
formed to some extent, especially
as a whole," said Dr. Paul Chapman,
last
Monday
evening.
They
felt
that
"The r. \vi.i;n is nurse going to fly' ed Club of the Industrial YWCA of
to Robert H. Rush was held at the Charles Gammage, of Americus, on
when Bathsheba suprises her readers written ones, but it is well written paring notes with two issues of last year's Colonnades, we find that last Dress Parade) His friend Dr. Dawson
Dean of Agriculture at the Univerunderclassmen should be chosen as Tattnall Square Baptist Church of Friday afternoon, December 24. The I herrd daddy call her angel."
Macon were guests of the Y of the
by becoming insane; then Johnny, the and worth the time required to read year for the fall quarter one hundred thirty-three students were of Dean's gave him the break when he com- Overheard on the dance floor:
sity of Georgia, in an address to the
they will return to school next fall Macon on December 19. Mr. Rush is couple will reside in Americus where
college.
"Tomorrow, darling."
servant who loved the eldest son of
List standing and for the winter quarter one hundred fifty-two sudents pared him and this philosophy to the Him: "Say, do your eyes bother
student body of the Georgia State
and will be able to put into prac- a graduate of Locust Grove Insti- Mr. Gammage is connected with the
The girls were accompanied by
made the average.
Lotus-eaters for one of his classes. you,"
College for Women. He stated
tice the benefits received.
tute and Duke University and is now National Life and Insurance Com- And then there's the sad case of Mra. A. S. Strickland, General Sec- that it is a problem with which weThere has been much talk on the campus concerning the raising Dr. D. said that unlike the quiet, non- Her: "No, why?"
Delegates to the Athletic Federation general manager of the J. H. Rush pany.
'.he Scotchman who sprained his an- retary of the Macon Young Woof scholarship standards. If one can judge by the size of the Dean's erring Lotus-eaters Mr. Ulysses was Him: "Well, they bother me!"
are concerned in improving the ecofor College Women, which will meet Lumber Company in Lumber City
klt squeeizng a tube of toothpaste.
men's Christian Association, and
On
Saturday,
Dec.
11,
Trevia
McList this quarter in comparison with last year, it seems that there has one of these "progressive, Chamber
nomip status of the total population
in Tallahassee, Florida, during the where the couple will reside.
Miss Leontine Butler, Industrial
Donald of Pavo, was married to Denbeen more than just talk—some people are actually doing something of Commerce men".
"Here, young man, you shouldn't
of the state.
-month of April are Frances Roane, The announcement of the marriage nis Crosby, of Moultrie, in the Meth- Don't you know
Secretary of the Macon Y.
about it.
Tuesday morning Dr. McGee invited hit that boy when he's down."
According to Dr. Chapman, we have
Catherine Reddick, and Eleanor Peeb- of Miriam Dinkins to Williams Ger- odist parsonage at Berlin with Rev. History is f u n Among the aspects of the labor made, in the state of Georgia, more
It has been stated that the reason for the smaller number on the five of his children to leave his eleven
"G'way! 'What do you think I g'
les; ;
problem discussed were the prob- progress in public education in the
ald Sheridan of Augusta has been F. L. Coleman performing the cere- Listen to teacher
Numbers of new outfits have been the front and ties under her chin with list is due to the regulation requiring points to be taken off the final o'clock French class. It happened that him down for?"
The delegates chosen to represent made by. the. bride's mother, Mrs. money.
lems of race in labor, union organ- pt.si year than in any other similar
Everyone,
giade
when
over-cutting
goes
on.
However,
from
authentic
sources,
one
of
them
got
her
foot
quite
seseen on the campus since the holi- wo strips of angora wool.
GSCW
at
the
Georgia
Athletic
Fedization, connection of politics with lengih of time. He attributes this
He
will
tell
you
ol the critics and student teachers,
Cornelia Callaway has an attractive we find that the number eliminated from the Dean's List for this reason curely caught in the rounds of her "Can you give a well-known date
days, all of which goes to prove that
WELLS TELLS STUDENTS
eration
for
College
Women
in
Macon
uniqn^sm, the difference between to tiie fact that our governor is parSuch
cute
things
the
class
rooms
will
be
well
equipped
chair. As a child you remember how in Roman History?"
G.S.C.W. girls are The Good Saint's green silk dress with the dog motif was negligible and practically non-existent.
Georgia,
are
Frances
Roane,
President
OF
BUILDING
PROGRESS
the
AFofL and the CIO, and work- ticularly interested in education.and,.
About
revolutions
and
there
will
be
special
rooms
for
Since
last
year
the
required
average
for
making
the
Dean's
List
has
even little things (You are welcome,
"I can, Teacher," said one pupil.
favorite children. Some of the semi- predominating. The print on the
of G. A. F. C. W., Catherine Reddick,
er's education.
Though
he
talks
in
rings
art,
gym
work,
and
library
facilities.
been
raised
from
eighty-eight
to
eighty-nine.
This
is
probably
one
facShoffeitt)
could
tickle
you
in
school.
to the fact that educational leader"Anthony's with Cleopatra:"' '" "'
Further details concerning the con- There will be rooms for eight grades. So please take notes
spring prints, silks, and crepes that dress is a hunting scene. The print
and Dot Peacock.
Members of the group slated that ship has decided that the fundamentor which might account for the smaller number.
is
small
and
repeated
many
times.
To
were brought back are particularly
These girls are already beginning struction of the four new buildings One of the most attractive features With pep and vim
negro laborers were accepted into tij principle for the' curriculum is
Of course, there is always the argument that students aren't study\
for the campus and the recreation of the new Practice School will be the You won't fool us
attractive. Most of them are quiet, complete the idea, Cornelia wears a
plans
as
they
will
be
required
to
lead
the A F of L, and that if local negro tru.l of solving the problems, of peoing
as
hard
as
they
did
last
year.
But
there
isn't
much
doubt
that
every
center were given in chapel Wed- auditorium, which wil lbe built to But you may fool him.
unobtrusive little things done in genuine dog collar around her neck.
discussion
groups
at
these
places.
'•••.borers asked for admittance into
As her share of the booty from student on the campus would deny that.
,,,. i ( i i . ,,..
, . ; "..;;'•
nesday morning by Dr. Guy Wells. scat. 500 or 600.
black, green, red, orange, yellow,
—Exchange, the local branch at Macon, their ad- ple.
Recreation
Program
Planned
At any rate, actual comparison of the numbers is thought-provokSanta's bag, Margaret Bracey brought
Dr.
Chapman
said
that
the condir
•
and a few other shades to add a touch
Since G. S. C. W. will have new The proposed dormitory that is to
mittance would be granted. The tion of unemployment is not associatDr. Wells believes that the Health
back a pair of mittens that are huge ing. It is encouraging to think that perhaps standards are being raised,
)
of color. These forecasts for spring enough to be used as containers for that one really must study now lo make a decent grade, and that the
students on the campus, the Indus- be built near Nesbit Woods will be and Physical Education Building will Everyone makes mistakes at some group was in favor of unionism beed with a temporary depression but
indicate in no uncertain terms that the kitchen stove and a few other drop in the number of students on the Dean's List is indicative of a cortrial Students, the Recreation • As- completed by August 30, according be the most important building in the
cause they felt, that through or- has grown out of technological prcr.
time or other:
color will be the prime essential in stray items, in addition to Bracey's responding elevation of work requirement on the part of the teacher and
sociation wants to offer them a pro- to.Dr. Wells. Work on the dormitory new program, since the entire re- Here I lie,
ganization, they could realize their p/ess. Georgia has not suffered as.
4
spring clothes. Boleros are still very hands. They are red and fuzzy the work on the part of the student.
gram so that all of; their days, will will be rushed in order to complete creational life of the campus will be Ur.der sod and muck
hope of higher living standards, bet- much in this recent depression bev
Published Weekly During School Year, Except During Holidays
not; be overburdened with work. it .in time for the beginning of the built around it. The building will Thought it was thunder—
good, and the length of dresses are mittens, not the hands), and do not
tor working conditions, higher cause wc have always had a low
and Examination Periods-By The:Students of The -' ••
Pians are being made for this recrea- fall term. The building will have have six class rooms, control rooms, It was a truck.
wages, and shorter hours. Members standard of living and we have not
shorter than they kneed to be.
have any finger divisions.
ninety rooms, equipped for two girls
tion group.
)•
dressing rooms, offices for instruc—Exchange. of the group felt that such organiza- been influenced by technological proThe Tyrolean influence makes itMarie Caison was seen in the tea
Soon the Methodist Students Con- in each room. When the building is tors, and perhaps the most importtion might be obtained if the gen- gress because we have not shared in-,
MUXEDGEVILLE, GEORGIA
room Sunday night in a lovely dress self felt on the campus in Charlotte
finally completed it is expected that
ferense
will
be
held
in-Milledgeville
orr.l public would dcm;nd goods its benefits.
A
little
dog
ran
all
over
the
street,
ant
section—a
large
gymnasium
openJust before Christmas holidays, the just-off-the-press Corinthian
...
of peacock crepe. Across the neck- Howard's dirndl skirt. It is of dull
at the Methodist .Church. The Recre- it will house about two hundred girls. ing onto an open court. Lockers will Along came a steam roller.
-.villi union labels. They are strongCorner
Hancock
and
Chirk
Streets
achieved
the
major
miracle
of
taking
our
minds
off
our
exams
for
sevDr.
Chapman,
in
giving
some
of]'
gold
flannel,
and
very,
very
full.
The
line, which was cut on cowl lines,
ation Association will be responsi- The building will have recreation probably. be added to the plan for A little dog ran all over the street.
ly in favor of the idea of workers' his ideas as to what we could do
Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year •
eral happy moments. For what had we here—a new Corinthian—
rooms
and
a
dining
hall;
however,
were four hearts of brilliants. This skirt is gathered onto a wide band one enlarged, enlivened, and enlightened!
;
ble ,for the recreation-hours which
education for children and indus- about the situation, said that we*
i__J_^__
*
the building.
- ^
heart design formed the keynote of at the waist, and has one tiny slit
will be held in Terrell Recreation the dining hall will not be completed, The Music Building will be contrial workers.
Entered
as
second-class
matter
October
30,1928,
at
the
post
ofUsually
when
a
change
takes
place,
we
do
not
realize
it,
so
slow
should have a compulsory school at-v
SUNDAY SCHOOL TALK
ihe costume; the belt had hearts pocket on one hip.
Hall. Miss Andrews will be respon- until later on in the year. The cost of structed with the hope of adding an
Plans are being made for a week- tendance law that will be put into''
fice, Milledgcville, Ga„ under the Act of March 3, 1879."
and
gradual
is
the
process.
But
here,
just
like
that,
we
had
presented
Eleanor
Berry
has
a
very
attractive
the
building
.will
be
around
$112,000.
across the front of it, and hearts
sible for several discussions over at
end camp at Joycliff in April for operation, since earning power is
to us a magazine so changed in size, shape, readibility, and campus
auditorium in the near future. There
The other three buildings, includtook the place of buttons down the olive green wool dress that she wears interest that it was enough to surprise us. The metamorphosis, though
the conference. . (By G. C. Patten, Nashville, Ga.)
members of the Industrial Y and limited by the amount of education
EDITORIAL
STAFF
will
be
studios,
twenty-five
to
thirty
front of the waist. In fact the whole to classes. It is made on very simple apparent lo us only in the finishd form, was the result of hard work
The fencing crowd can speak for ing the Practice School, the Music individual practice rooms, a band
"I will bless Ihe Lord at all times. members of the local Y.
Editor
Lucy
Caldwell
the individual receives. He also said
dress was a double dog dare to the im- lines: it has a gold zipper down the and long hours of concentration on the part of every member of the
themselves. They have an enormous Building, and the .Health and Physi- room, a storage room for the band His praise shall continually be in my
Associate Editor
Betty. Donaldson;^
that we should erase illiteracy; he
front and the skirt is slightly flarcal
Education
Building,
should
be
group and they know that,they are
modest little fellow who, with his
OAKEY WILL SPEAK TO
Managing Editor
instruments and a largo room that mouth." Psalm 34-1.
Mary,Kethley.;.
stated that we should teach something
ing, with a very erratic hemline that Corinthian staff, and it seems only just that they should receive some
required to attend regularly, so they completed in about nine calendar can be used as an auditorium.
bow and arrow, brings woe to many
There is a contagious enthusiasm CROUP ON DIVORCE
News Editors ..
Jeane Armour, Bonnie Burge.
has defeated Eleanor's every effort modicum of praise. To Editor Mary Kethley and to all of her staff, let
ebout
Georgia and that the schools
are down at hard work. If you don't months, although, it is, possible that Lake development at the recreation in crowds, This is as true in Sunday The causes of and the remedies for
a customer. The skirt was pleated in to command the situation.
us say that the magazine was a definite success and shows conclusively
Exchange Editor
Marion Arthur
should include a study of occupations
the
Music
Building
will
be
finished
believe
it,
look
in
on
them
some
day!
tiny pleats from the belt.
that literary work of this type can be pleasingly presented.
Sports. Editor
center is proceeding rapidly with one school and church as in the baseball divorce will be the subject of Revi
— Beth Morrison
Lib Donovan surprised the camEquipment has been ordered and sooner, due to the fact that it will half of the dam already, constructed park or at the political rally, The erend Oakey's talk at the meeting and vocational guidance.
Grace Hogg and her pseudo-nightThe
attractiveness
of
the
magazine
was
enhanced
by
its
increased
Reporters—Sara Frances Miller, Beth Williams, Marjorie Edpus by wearing a most unusual pair
Dr. Rogers is doing a marvelous job be a smaller building than the others and the club house foundations being larger the gathering, the greater the of the Men-Women Relations Comrap are elements on the campus that of stockings last Wednesday. They size—somehow now it looks more important than it ever did and like
wards, Edwina.Cox, Aliene Fountain, Catherine Bowman,
of holding the attention of these All of the buildings will be firejust shouldn't be missed, The little were specially processed through the something you'd really want to read.
laid. Plans now. are, that the camp enthusiasm is apt to be, While it is mittee next Thursday night, January
Martha Donaldson, America Smith, Helen Blevins, Maryoung
ladiesl Virginia Shoffeitt has proof throughout.
item that I just called a nightcap is use of
will accomodate one hundred peo- not to be denied that "where two or 20.
The
improvement
of
content
alone
would
be
cause
for
comment.
garet Barksdale, Virginia Shoffeitt, Margaret Weaver,
The design
been
elected
as
manager
of
fencThe
Practice
School,
a
$94,000
white wool make exactly like the on them was very intricate, and con- Editor Kethley seems to have made of it something definitely having
ple, and will be well equipped with three are gathered together" in His
He will give statistics concernSCHOOL OF NUttSING '
Eleanor Swann.
ing.
building, will at first have only one
DU1UIAM, N. C.
nightcap of the era of the 1880's. It sisted of minute apertures from the reader interest and designed to capture and hold attention, rather than
sleeping facilities and a dining room name the Holy Spirit is present al- ing the prevalence of divorce in our
unit, the high school to be added
BUSINESS STAFF
Hockey
goes up in a point about two inches Hue where the hem of her dress came a mere collection of poems, short stories, and essays. We particularly
so that students can spend week-ends ways, helpful manifestations of His country and others and will explain 'flic Diploma of Graduate Nurse
Spirit are made more manifest, huBusiness Manager
Dorothy Howell
is awarded alter three years and
Come on—get up your pep and join later, There will be eleven complete
liked the informal "Reflections."
north of Grace's head; it has a nar- lo a point where her shoes started,
the reasons for the large number of the Degree' of liachelor of Science
rooms, the rooms to be twice as large there.
nvmly
speaking,
when
there
arc
two
Assistant
Business
Malinger
'Jane
Suddeth
the
hockey
crowd!
Ammie
Ree
Penn
row turned up little whoziwhatzis in
There is a real field on the campus for literary work oi this type and
divorces, In his discussion Reverend in Nursing for two additional year's
A great step in familiarizing peoBusiness Assistant"—Ju!i.i Weems, Dorothy Simpson, Kitty
is ready to help you and there should as the ones used at present in order ple in the state with GSCW has been or three hundred gathered together." Oakey will suggest a practical and i of approved college work before or
we hail the presentation of the new Corinthian as a most obvious adto accommodate a large class in adLloyd, Grace Brown, Charlotte Howurd, Sara Thomason,
There is power in numbers in a
be some real fun in it.
vancement.
I after this nursing; course. The endition to thirty or forty observers, taken in inviting the Senior classes congregation or Sunday school class, intelligent attitude to take toward
Catherine Cavanaugh, Dorothy Merritt.
Basket-ball
trance requirements are intelliwhat
is
becoming
one
of
our
major
of
various
high
schools
to
see
MilAdvertising Assistants—Julia Weems, Dorothy Simpson, Grace
gence, character and graduation
The basket ball crowds arc good— Each class room is to have a separate ledgeville, These classes will also bo There is weakness and impotency in problems.
A couple of tons oi orchids to Mr. Noah and to the Vesper Choir
Brown, Catherine Lloyd.
... but they should be much better. Join conference room, for the convenience given the use of Camp Burton, near empty pews. People should remem- The committee will meet in Arts 1!) from an-acccptitfrin high school;
for starting somelhing in chape] Wednesday. For months now we have be difficult for the student body to get enthusiasic over this matter of
preference is givon I'ov one or more
ber this and should realize that when
Circulation
Manager
Betty
Shell
chapel
singing.
your class teams and be ablt to play
been vigorously protesting against unnecessary songs in chapel, and
years of successful college work.
Clayton, Georgia,
mid
everybody
who
is
interested
is
(hey go to Sunday school and church
Assistant Circulation Manager
Helen Reeves
Now is the time, probably, to deliver a nice little lecture concerning
real • ball in the tournament. Helen cessful. Detailed plans will be anat last it seems that we are getting somewhere. Wednesday chapel singTim tuition is $100 per year which
Other progressive steps that he regularly they help others as well ns invited to come.
Circulation Assistants—Martha Fors, Martha Jennings, Clauincludes all cost of maintenance,
Reeve and Miss Jennings are making nounced—but be ready to play, hopes to take were mentioned by Dr.
ing was a good illustration of what we'd like chapel singing to be, at song-books, but we will stop with saying that without song-books we
themselves. The teacher .will teach your place at Sunday school and uniforms, etc*
'
'V . v
delle Brown, Evelyn Lel'lwich, Merle Stewart, Arva Tolleast pertaining to the type of songs that were rendered. The volume can't learn songs, and if people walk off with the books we certainsome good plans for the group. Be a Start practicing today!
W.ells. He stressed particularly the .better, the preacher will preach a church every Sunday if possible for Catalogues and application forms,
.
< bert, Sara Boll, Elizabeth Langl'ord, Frances Kirven,
of singing wasn't always what it could be but there is probably a rea- ly can't have enough to go around. So when you feel an impulse to do
member of the team to play the most
P. S. The > Recreation Association proposed European lour, sponsored by better sermon, the choir will sing with you to attend.
which nvist l>« filed before August
some singing in your own boudoir, do it spontaneously—not from one
son for that.
popular ' sport—basket ball!
pi',: S. L. McGee, for which college nioje feeling '.and ,tlie 'benefit-will be Invite your neighbor to attend with first for admission September thirniascotr-Tuo-is
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in
Ma1937
;.''';"Member,
,
1938
tieth, may bo obtained
from the
We still maintain that with a little practice and direction we could of th school song-books. And in case you really should unintentionalL
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be. given.'The State' be- much greater for you. That's one of you'; next Sunday. He will appreciate Dean:
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build up,a;fairly decent singing group in our chapel assembly. Natural- ly carry one out, it wouldn't be too much of a burden to carry it back.
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.GNA ENTERS
(Continued from page one)

This Time Last Year

CAMERA CONTEST
'(Continued from page 1)

FEDERAL NYA PROJECT
SPONSORED BY GSCW

V.

their praise for Miss Entess. Henry
The YWCA was preparing for its
The rules of the contest are as fol- Thirty girls selected from 2,000 apF. Pringle, in his article about her
very novel and highly successful In- lows:
plicants over Georgia will arrive here
published in Colliers last year,
stitute of Human Relations. The
ihe
last of January to begin a fed1. Contest open to all students expraised her hignly. Louis Unterprinciple speakers were Dr. Paul cept members of the Colonnade staff eral project being sponsored by G.
meyer devoted a two page spread to
IVJurrow. Georgia educator, Dr. Ar- and employees of the Publicity De- S. C. W. through the State NYA diwhat he calls the "Theatre of Angna
thur C. Raper, professor of sociology partment.
lector, Mr. D. B. Lassater. This proEnters." Paul Rosenfeld gave her an
?1 Agness Scott College, Miss Gay
2. Faculty members are ineligible. ject offers the opportunity to girls
entire chapter in his book "By Way
Shepperson. FERA director, Dr. Jo3. Pictures may be of any size, but who are unable to attend college to_
of Art."
seph Roemer, educator at Peabody
must pertain to GSCW topics and improve themselves in a cultural and
The novelist Kathleen Norris finds
College, and Dr. Thomas C. Barr,
tOl personality pictures must be of social manner with special emphasis
her "unique and enchanting enterPresbyterian pastor at Nashville, Ten- students or faculty members,
on Home Economy. Thirty other
tainment. . .of its type, it is finer
nessee.
girls will come Feb. 13.
4.
All
pictures
must
be
turned
in
to
than anything I have ever seen on
Miriam Marmein, American dance
i he staff room on second floor Parks "We are glad to cooperate with the
any stage. America has good reason
mime, was to appear on the College by one o'clock Saturday, February state NYA authorities in making
to be proud of her."
Entertainment program.
possible this opportunity for the
20.
Gilbert Seldes, in his widely syndiThe Juniors and Seniors were tying
young
womanhood of Georgia." said
5. All pictures become the property
cated newspaper column, calls her
Cor scholastic honors with 38 from
Di.
Wells
"I feel that they will der>£ the contest and will not be return"The most varied, the most personal,
each class on the Dean's List. The
rive
many
benefits from this expered and specific permission to use
and the most entertaining entertainSophomores were next with 33 on
ience
which
will make them better
them in any way must be granted as
ment you can possibly find. She is a
The Dean's list and the Freshmen last
homemakers
and
citizens."
a condition to entering the contest.
joy to observe."
with 24.
The
new
students
will live in homes
6. There is no limit to the number
In appearance she is arresting.
The leaders of the three main camin the city which will include the
of
pictures
a
person
may
submit.
A
Slight of build, the ivory pallor of her
pus organizations were planning a
person may enter both divisions, but Town House on Columbia St. Mrs.
face is accentuated by the dark, injo!nt week-end conference to be held
cash prizes will not be awarded to one Drew Cotton of Milledgeville will be
telligent eyes and the scarlet line ofat a hunting lodge about twenty
contestant
in more than one division. in charge of the girls and will be asthe lips. She wears her black hair
miles out of Milledgeville. The pur7. Awards will be announced in the sisted by two seniors.
cut in a bang over the forehead and
pose of this conference was to discuss
issue of the Colonnade for March 5. The girls, all of whom have findrawn back at the nape of the neck.
some of the very vital problems on
Judges for the contest will be Miss ished high school, will take subjects
Her voice is softly pitched. From its
Hie campus.
Margaret
Sutton, of the Art Depart- ;;? practical housekeeping, household
inflection one might guess her to be
The main editorial was concerned
ment, and Dr. Sidney McGee and arts, sewing, gardening, landscaping,
English, while in appearance and geswith the somewhat farcical student
.' „
Dr. Paul Boesen, both of whom have and other similar courses. .
ture, she looks to be French. She is,
body meeting which everybody reThe project will be in "operation
photography
as
their
hobby.
however, American born, though of
members as one in which the students
for six months.
Angiia Enters, famous dance-mime, who will give a dance reciFrench-Austrian parentage.
aired their grievances generally and
Thu£,.£he_is. not only a genius of
tal here Wednesday nigh*.
clearly showed their distrust of col- ELEAZER
JENKINS NAMED VICE-PRESI(Continued from page one)
the dance, but as the critic of the Litlege demoracy (according to the
DENT OF JESTERS
erary Digest remarks, "the most ineditorial).
Thursday evening Madeline Jenin Ennis Rec. Hall. He discussed the
dividual artist America has develop- DEAN'S LIST
MONTICELLO PROJECT
kins
was elected vice-president of the
southern
race
problem
from
the
viewed in recent years."
(Continued from page one)
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FUNDAMENTALS COURSE
Jesters. She succeded Eugenia Taypoint
of
education
of
the
negroes
and
Now that Miss Enters is to come Talbot, Newnan; Henrietta Tennille,
OFFERED FRESHMEN
the attitude of the while people to- loi who did not return to school this
here next week, it is only fitting to Hordwick; Margaret Weaver, Duck- fluently, there has been constructed
quarter.
This
year's
Freshmen
are
taking
ward them.
point out the proper pronunciation town, Tennessee; Wylene Wheeler, a government-built school, with the
Mrs. Rogers, wife of Dr. Rogers,
part
in
an
experiment
in
Fundamenof a name as unique as the person- Warrenton; and Grace White, Atlanta. project sponsored by Jasper CounHe was on the campus Friday durtalked
to the Jesters on The Maality to whom it belongs.
Juniors on the Dean's List are Ma- ty and the University System of tals in Physical Education, emphasiz- ing which time he visited a number
eon
Little
Theatre. Mrs. Rogers is an
ing
body
mechanics,
development
of
of classes. With him was Mrs. EleaAngna—the 'g' is soft as in 'ange- rion Arthur, Albany; Roxanna Aus- Georgia through GSCW. The numactive
member
of The Little Theaself
control,
and
the
strengthening
i:ar, and while they were in Milledgelic'. It is an evident derivation from tin, Kenwood; Eflie Bagby, Dalton; ber of children expected to attend
tre: and has had leading parts in sevof
muscle
groups
that
need
it.
This
is
ville
they
visited
their
daughter,
Miss
is
125
of
elementary
and
junior
high
the French 'ange' (angel) and a slight Ciara Hammond, Griffin; Anna Laeral of the plays.
variant of the more common French Boon, Monroe; Frances Muldrow; schec^ ]eve),i"j Vocational agricul- to be accomplished through the Frances Eleazar, who is connected
Tentative plans were made for the
medium
of
gymnastic
material
unwith the Nursery School.
name Angele. Spelled backward, it Milledgeville ;Edith Catherine Mur- ture and vocational home econoquarter's
program.
der
Miss
Kitzinger
and
dancing
ma's still Angna.
phy, Atlanta; Florence Harriett mics will be taught. Miss Sally
Mr. Eleazar's subject was one of
Miss Enters will be seen in a pro- Smith, Albany; Mary Olivia Strick- Caldwell is in charge of the project terial under Miss Andrews in a sub- the main problems that the "Y" has
gram which she has entitled "Episo- land, Columbus; Eloise Tarpley, Lees- The plant consists of three build- jective type of teaching with atten- chosen to work on during this year. •. A A A A I I A A A A A A J
des and Compositions in Dance Form", buvg; Frances Turner, Milledgeville; •r.g;; a ten-room teacherage for the tion on individual needs rather than The whole organization, under the
Bell's Beautv Parlor
tt is a brilliant phrase to describe Lcnnie Warnock, Milledgeville; and single teachers and the cadet teach- 'he objective teaching used in sports leadership of Miss Jane Gilmer, Y.
W. C. A. secretary, is placing special
ers, a shop for vocational agricul- classes.
* synthesis of the arts of sculpture, Annie Lu Winn, McRae.
The aim of the course is to get at the emphasis on race, peace, economics,
painting mime, and dance. It is a
Seniors making the Dean's List are ture, and a thirteen-room school
A-l Beauty Shop
basic
motor needs of each student, and religion.
house
with
an
auditorium
genre all her own.
Jeane Armour, Columbus; Annella
with a
therefore
improving: flexibility,
Miss Enters made her debut at the Brown, Dublin; Lucy Caldwell, capacity of 500.
jreen.wich... Village Theatre, New Smyrna; Cornelia Callaway, Wash- The school will have a regular strength, coordination. This will
ington; Elizabeth Chandler, Milledge- teaching staff, and in addition it especially strengthen muscle groups most unanimously. However the one
fork, March 1926.
ville; Mrs. Nan Wicker Clements, will be a practice center for student involved in posture, balance, stand- common complaint seems to be—"Gee,
Montezuma; Mary Davison, Colum- ieachers from GSCW. The staff ing, sitting, pushing (etc.), and will I'm getting sore in places."
bus; Elva La Faye Dickson, Higgs- villi endeavor to put into practice help the student in learning the gen3ADIO PROGRAM
ton; Margaret Garbutt, Albany; Edith the policies of the new curricula eral principles underlying all sports—
(Continued from page oae)'
characteristic movements like strikHarber, Atlanta; Lois Hatcher, Mil- progr:m for Georgia.
PROTECTIVE
ing, throwing, and swinging. The deflary Clark Crook, both members of ledgeville; Ruby Jones, Eaxley;
partment also hopes to meet with cer- Dresses Cash and Carry ...,40c
he music department, will present Frances McCrary, Hawkinsville; Retain health needs that can be effectOne Day Service
becca
Mize,
Griffin;
Bernice
NewHIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
short musical program. The numed by exercise such as over weight
some,
Soperton;
Eva
Lucille
King,
INVITED TO CAMPUS
iers will consist of: "Sicilienne"—J
and under-weight, constipation, and
). Bach; "Dance of the Candy Fairy" Philomath; and Gladys Leona Wilmenstrual abnormalities.
son,
Davisboro.
In order to acquaint high school
rom two pianoes by Arensky.
It is felt that there is a special need
seniors of the facilities offered by
:owsky; and "Romance" from a suite
for
this course because so few girls
PAUL'S CAFE
SENIORS ENTERTAIN AT
their own woman's college, the Georrom two pianoes by Arensky.
have
had motor and sport training
INFORMAL
OPEN-HOUSE
gia
State
College
for
Women
has
isThis radio program is under the
It is Smart to Dine at Paul's
unless they attended good city high
sued an invitation to the various high
irection ,of Mrs. Nelle Womack
Where
Home Cooking is a Specialty
schools.
Such
classes
are
now
being
"Open-house" will be held by school senior classes to visit historic
tines. .
the Seniors Saturday night from 7:30 IVM'eSeville and the Georgia State stressed in many colleges. Eventually, extensive testing of each girl
to 10:30 in Ennis Rec. hall.
Three Master Operators
College for Women.
The occasion will be very infor- Dr. Guy H. Wells announced that entering school will be made to deMiss Tomlin, our New Operator.
mal, and only seniors and their dates !ho Seniors will be housed in one termine her needs so that she may The soles put on are lasting in
will attenn. Dancing will be enjoyed of the buildings now being construct- receive even closer direction.
cvqry kind of weather because
Specializes in Facials and Scalp
There are about 275 girls now tak- we always use the very best of
throughout the evening.
ed at the college lake and that they
Treatments.
Phone 315
The general chairman is Charlotte would visit the many points of inter- ing this course and enjoying it al- leather.
•A MARTIN THEATRE
Payne,
and
the
chairman
of
the
HARPER'S SHOE SHOP
AUlledgeville, Ga.
est in the town as well as the college.
committees, who will be hostesses, "It will be an opportunity for the
FRANK D. ADAMS, Mgr.
Bring us Your Prescriptions
are: Marguerite Spears, refreshments; high school seniors to see something
Sartbelle Montford, guests; and of their state, particularly a spot Wo Send for and Deliver Promptly
Mon.,-Tucs„ Jan. 17-18
Frances McCrary, chairman of the which played a 'prominent part in
FRALEY'S PHARMACY
"THE HURRICANE"
clean-up committee.
See our New Shipment of Stationery Which has just Arrived
the
state's
history,"
said
Dr.
Wells,
With Dorothy Lamour and John
PHONE 118
Chaperons will be Dr. and Mrs. "At the same time they will have an
Hail.
Guy Wells, Miss Ethel Adams, Miss opportunity to see a college in operaWednesday, Jan. 19
Mary T. Maxwell, and Miss Lutie tion and to observe what the state has
"IIOOSIER SCHOOLBOY"
Neese,
to offer in an educational way,"
With Anne Nagcl and Edward
Vfelt The
Pawloy.
ELECTRIC
MAID BAKERY
Thurs.,-Frl., Jan. 20-21
IOBOI
IOBOI
3OB01
Attention Freshman!
IOBOI
a
for delicious cakes and buns of all
Stationery Sale,
"WISE GIRL"
descriptions.
With Miriam Hopkins and R.iy
Radio Repairing
Conic in and see the Bargains
Millard.
CULVER
&
KIDD
DRUG
CO.
Saturday, Jaji. 23
HALL ELECTRIC CO.
"Of Course"
Double tculure
FOR SNAPSHOT CONTESTANTS
•THE TRAIL OF THE LONEReduced Shoe Repair Prices!
If
the
wlnnlnrr
pictures bear our stamp on the back, we will duplicate
SOME PINE".
For A Limited Time Only
the
prizes
offered
b,y The Colonnade.
—•And—
Heel Taps
15c
COLLEGE DEPT. STORE
Clothes arc Cleaner When
Send
your
rolls
and
negatives to us and double your winnings. Pay.
"PATIENT IN ROOM 18"
Rubber Heels
25e
inent will be made through the Colonnade office.
SANITONED
iVltli Ann Sheridan and Patrick
Half Soles
40c
Sec our Complete Line
o
Cnowles.
THE
PHOTO
SHOP
SUPER SHOE SERVICE
of Spring Oxfords
!
Phone ISO
Free Delivery
AUGUSTA, Ca. j |
IOBOI
aoi

CAMPUS

Wootten's Book Store

DOUBLE PRIZES

SNOW'S
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